Find your way out of the EDI
wilderness and back into the real world
of business to business eCommerce
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f you use EDI, or are contemplating it for business-to-business
eCommerce, you know the benefits—faster order processing,
fewer errors, and consistency of communications—all on a web
browser system. Chances are you also know the challenges—costly
upgrades and maintenance, lack of flexibility, and difficulty
accommodating unique client formats. Even finding EDI technical
support can be costly and time-consuming.

Seamless integration of
Microsoft Dynamics,
Oracle, IBM and SAP
with EDI and XML

The wave of the future
Now there’s a solution to make EDI

Maximize your
operational efficiency &
improve profitability

processing easier: MegaXML, a business logic interface that will improve
your business processes. MegaXML

Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) on Cloud, Service
Oriented Architecture
(SOA), Real-Time
Solutions.

takes maximum advantage of technologies such as XML and secured Internet
to provide flexibility in managing the
rigid nature of EDI data.

Capture significant
savings and reduce
errors through
automation

Using XML, the language of B2B
integration, MegaXML accepts
documents conforming to multiple

Increase productivity and
reduce time to market
Improve customer
satisfaction by efficiently
responding to their
evolving EDI needs
Experience a simplified,
turn-key solution

syntax standards—EDI, XML, even flat

Advanced EDI and
XML solutions for
B2B eCommerce
www.megaXML.com
Ph: 1(847) 390-7300

file—and delivers output in any desired
format. Suddenly, your front-end and
back-end systems are flexible and
adaptable to meet any unique client
requirement. MegaXML improves any
EDI business transaction: Purchasing,
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megaXML
Invoicing, Planning, Logistics and Financials.
You can offer your clients better service by
efficiently accepting and sending data in any
format they choose.

Streamline your B2B
eCommerce process for
Operational efficiencies
Imagine your EDI environment suddenly made
simple; no need for constant software revisions, no
software installation headaches and no exorbitant
maintenance fee. MegaXML is so easy to use, you
can even reduce staff or external consulting
support.

“

Single Source has benefited with the
MegaXML solution in that it provides us
with a full-time employee equivalent
service. Knowing that your group is
monitoring our data exchange allows
our IT department to focus on important
internal projects. Your solution provides
us more time to focus on creating
efficiencies in our core IT infrastructure
which will keep our company at the
cutting edge of technology.
—Single Source, Director,
Information Technology

”

Adapts to your environment
Because MegaXML provides a process to
ensure your data is “software neutral,” you
won’t need to invest in updates to back-end
systems every time your trading partner
modifies EDI specifications or implements a
new version. Through MegaXML, your
business processes are instantly adaptable to
the changing EDI environment and evolving
client needs.
Transact with your community of business
partners, 24x7 in an environment that meets
your business requirements. For small to large
businesses, MegaXML provides marshaling of
EDI data between front-end and back-end
legacy systems and ERP. If you have high
transaction volume and performance
requirements, MegaXML provides linearly
scalable EDI translator for lightning speed
throughput.
For small to mid-size businesses, MegaXML
serves as your facilitator for web-based EDI
processing. Looking to outsource EDI? Task
Performance Group can serve as your one stop
outsourced, secure data exchange partner. We
are an experienced application service
provider, enabling you to access your trading
partner transactions over the secured Internet.

Technical Partners
We are proud to have a platform built on the
best technology partnerships: Microsoft,
Oracle, IBM and SAP. We have been certified
by Microsoft since 1994. And our in-house
technology experts ensure superior service
during and after MegaXML implementation.

www.megaXML.com
Ph: 1(847) 390-7300

Want a customized solution?
No problem

Partner with a company
as dedicated to client
service as you are

MegaXML’s design architecture is completely

“The MegaXML solution has provided an
FTE-equivalent service, making available a
full-time EDI analyst in my group to focus
on commercial B2B opportunities . . . . The
real benefit, however lies ahead. As our
trading partners adopt technologies such as
AS2 and XML, we will be able to respond
with agility . . . .”
—Cerro Flow Products, Director,
Information Technology

object oriented. It utilizes C Sharp and .NET Class
Libraries for a variety of objects. We can apply
your own business logic to customize these
objects. The infrastructure of the product remains
the same, with your customized business logic
layer incorporated.

“MegaExchange is a fantastic product that
allows even the layman to exchange EDI
documentation. TPG removed the need for
me to learn and understand the cryptic
language of EDI. This allowed us to focus
simply on receiving and entering customer
orders.”
—Mead Fluids, Manager,
Information Technology

Experience counts
Task Performance Group has been providing
integrated business-to-business solutions for
over 20 years. Our clients come to us for
advanced automation for multiple syntax based
document exchange solutions; and stay with us
because of solid foundation on multi-server
Cloud platform and customer-oriented processes.

www.megaXML.com
Ph: 1(847) 390-7300

Flexible & adaptable eCommerce

“Task Performance Group analyzed Avlon’s
business process and designed a
customized, turn-key solution . . . that uses
XML and the Internet to process EDI from JC
Penney. The EDI process was automated
and integrated enterprise wide . . .
improving supply chain efficiency.”
—Avlon Industries, Chief Executive Officer
“I couldn’t imagine how we used any other
product but MegaExchange . . . we no
longer get charge backs for late or missing
documents. I commend you and your staff
for the stupendous customer service we
received.”
—BioCare Labs, Operations Manager
ERP & Legacy system
Integration

VAN
FTP
AS1 / AS2 / AS3
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Shipping

Warehouse
EDI, EDIFACT
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MegaXML
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EDI Processing on Web

Accounting

Task Performance Group is a
leading provider of business-tobusiness eCommerce
automation solutions based on
SaaS, SOA and Multiple-Server
Cloud platform that facilitates
the effective management of
retail, manufacturing, financial
collaborative commerce.
Call today and ask about a suite
of products that can improve
your business processes and
save money. Then ask for our
client references—so they can
tell you first hand how
megaXML has helped them.

TASK PERFORMANCE GROUP, INC.
2340 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60005, USA

Ph: 1(847) 390-7300
www.megaXML.com
info@megaXML.com

The MegaXML Software Suite
for B2B eCommerce
MegaExchange: The outsourced solution that
enables small to mid-size suppliers to conduct
B2B eCommerce using Internet without any EDI
expertise or expensive hardware.
MegaExchange-MCE: Enterprise version of EDI
on Internet. SaaS based on Cloud platform
solution that uses Web Portal, allowing mid-size
to large companies to send and receive orders,
invoices and other documents between their
suppliers. MegaExchange-MCE works solely on
Internet and can eliminate VAN charges
resulting in tremendous savings.
MegaXML-MCA: The EDI to ERP interface that
accepts inbound EDI and XML data and
orchestrates it seamlessly to the back-end ERP
system—providing a complete collaboration
with shipping, warehousing and financial system
activities. Additionally it delivers data from ERP
to appropriate trading partners in variety of
formats such as EDI, XML and Flat file.
MegaXML-MCA provides seamless integration
with Microsoft Dynamics Great Plains®, SAP®,
Oracle®, JD Edwards®, Sage® (MAS90, 200,
500).
MegaXML-RT: Real Time B2B E-commerce
Cloud based solution directly integrating with
Supplier Exchange. MegaXML-RT offers greater
integration and efficiency in the supply chain by
connecting buyers and suppliers in real-time.
Suppliers’ inventory is examined and orders are
executed within seconds in Real-Time. Supply
chain data is exchanged using secure SSL
certificates, through which communications are
fully secured via encrypted XML data for use
with ERP and legacy systems.
MegaXML-MPE: The high volume and
performance IBM iSeries (AS400) and IBM
Mainframe EDI translator replacement software.
Its advanced technology infrastructure makes
use of Distributed Processing, Hyper-Threading
and .NET framework features to achieve blazing
speed for high volume transaction processing.
This is a truly linearly scalable business model
that accommodates expanding transaction
volume by adding PC servers and without
changing software.

